Thanks for the add facebook

Yeah this is a weird question but I'm bored and I'm wondering about it.. I made a facebook
yesterday, yesss shocker, lol.. Anyways, I'm adding my friends and they're like yayy you finally
made a facebook! But some of my friends from school keep saying "thanks for the add" I don't
really know how to reply back to that, are they trying to start a conversation or just being nice?
Shamoun Mizan. I don't think you understood my question.. And, uhm, we're in , hehe. Third, I
find it as useless as that moronic poke button. You want to know what that poke button
means?? Guys - this new Facebook thing was cool at first, but tone down your horny level, I
mean come on, go to a bar or church. Most of these women have boyfriends, husbands,
significant other, so why even bother trying to get pussy that you will NEVER get? Facebook
had some extraordinary problems that effected a small number of accounts, including mine,
that has kept users from logging into their accounts, or has limited their accounts. I know that
they are trying to remedy all effected users and they are still trying to restore many accounts
even now. Has this been happening to you for awhile now, or just recently? If just recently,
contact Facebook and ask them to check on your account. Good luck! But to be fair, you're
better off talking to him in real life, because otherwise you're probably not going to get too far
with things. We didn t know each other yet. Hey, most people tend to like the wall post : it's just
people being polite on facebook and passing the time I think, lol. That is jsut something people
say when you add them Friendly people, very nice people, are the ones maybe probably trying
to start a convo:. Why is that, you may wonder? Well it's because most haven't a clue about
socialising with one, another, that's why!!! Its what people say because they're thanking you
because you wanted to be their friend. Normally, you say it if someone you didn't know added
you like "Thanks for the add, but do i know you? Trending News. Tiger Woods injured in
rollover car crash in Calif. Sports world wishes Tiger Woods well after crash. Pat Sajak called
out for mocking contestant. Top volleyball duo boycott country over bikini ban. Do you know
your privilege? An eye-opening lesson. Update: Shamoun Mizan. Answer Save. Sarah Lv 4. Why
would he need to reply to what you've written? If you want to talk to him, ask him a question on
facebook. Wishing you all the best for How do you think about the answers? You can sign in to
vote the answer. Esme Barber. People say "thans for the add" because they've "nothing better
to say! John Fardon. Christie Hemme Lv 5. I think its just being nice Source s : Facebook User
Show more answers 2. Still have questions? Get your answers by asking now. Do you want to
have more online friends? Then be sure to thank people for adding you as a friend! We have all
sorts of thank yous for all sorts of personality types. Whether you're an animal lover, a cool
teen, or just your regular guy We've got glitter text, moving pictures, hearts, sparkles, and all
sorts of cool comments to send to your brand new friends. So be sure to set your new
friendship off on the right foot by making a good impression! And who knows, maybe that new
friend will turn out to be someone really special in your life! Whether you're on Facebook,
Blogger or any other sort of dating or friendship site, these clever, funny, thoughtful, and
always cool comments are sure to make just the right first impression! Get this Image. Election
Day - Tues. Mon in Nov. Other Class Of Like Us on Facebook! Thanks For the Add Reflecting
Lily. Thanks 4 Being My Friend 3d Butterfly. Thanks For the Add Sunset. Thanks Add Standing
Angel. Thanks 4 the Add Blue Blinkie. Backgrounds, Wallpapers and Textures. Ocean Other
Cloth, Leather, etc. Copyright ZingerBug. Should you ever ignore compliments on Facebook?
Definitely not. If a fan is giving you a compliment, they are engaging you with you. You want to
acknowledge that engagement and propel it forward to form a stronger relationship. At a bare
minimum, like their comment. This acknowledges you read it. Take the bare minimum a bit
further with a short and sweet response. It's not always easy to accept credit. But when you
deflect the comment, you fail to acknowledge the commenter. This type of reply allows you to
start giving your brand some personality. The idea is to use your brand voice in your reply.
Whether the complement has an emoji in it or simply is an emoji, try responding in kind. This
helps you talk with your fan in their own language. Sharing the credit is a great way to accept a
compliment without looking conceited. Does the compliment relate to something accomplished
by your team, a specific member of your team or a partner? Recognize them in your response.
For example, if the photo praised was captured by a staffer, you might say: Thank you! This was
taken by one of our crew. Not only does this response display to your fan that you value your
team, it displays to your team that you value their contributions. You posted a video from a
community fundraiser in which your company participated. A fann complimented it. It may be
that this fundraiser has particular meaning to you or a staff member. It may be you love the
community in which you live and relish the ability to support it. Giving some additional context
within your response helps the fan get to know you aka your business better. Asking a question
is a great way to encourage further engagement. Did a Facebook fan compliment a photo you
shared of getting coffee at Walnut Street Coffee in Edmonds? Did a fan compliment your photo
of the Space Needle and ask you where you took the photo? Thank them and answer their

question within your response. Questions are a huge signal of interest. You want to encourage
that interest whenever possible. Find the idea of creating content and responding to fans on
Facebook overwhelming? Our creative team is skilled at helping businesses and individuals
develop and manage their branded Facebook presence. Build stronger, more familiar customer
relationships through Facebook Messenger with these 9 tips. Have you tried content marketing,
but not seen increased leads? Social media integration helps you reach your audience. Read
our tips to see growth. Nothing builds relationships on Instagram faster than replying to
comments on Instagram with an mention. Wednesday, Oct 25, at AM Solutions. Because things
do exist beyond our perception : But Read more. Let's Start a Conversation. Tuesday, Jan 12, at
AM Solutions. Wednesday, Oct 21, at AM Solutions. Thursday, Sep 24, at PM Solutions. Your
Name. Your Best Email. Find us on Facebook. Follow Us on Twitter. RWL Design, Ltd. But how
do you handle them on Facebook? As a rule of thumb: The more thoughtful the Facebook
complement, the more thoughtful your response should be. Short and Sweet: Thank You Take
the bare minimum a bit further with a short and sweet response. With Some Hashtag
Personality: blushing This type of reply allows you to start giving your brand some personality.
Emoji for Emoji Whether the complement has an emoji in it or simply is an emoji, try responding
in kind. Share the Credit Does the compliment relate to something accomplished by your team,
a specific member of your team or a partner? Give Some Context You posted a video from a
community fundraiser in which your company participated. Ask or Answer a Question Asking a
question is a great way to encourage further engagement. How to Reply to Instagram
Comments Nothing builds relationships on Instagram faster than replying to comments on
Instagram with an mention. Need help to make an impact? Does Your Website Need Images? Its
chock-full of tips and tricks to grow your business. Journals Recent Solutions Design General.
Works Web Print Identity. Thank you is an expression to show grateful for any offer or wish. If
you are feeling emptiness to express your pleased to anyone than we happily invite you to make
a short visit at our beautiful Thanks Quotes. In Thanks quotes, we try to gather most unique
short thank you quotes and sayings which is verified by various well known persons. Few
Thanks quotes are so funny to bring smile for your well wishers who made you very thankful.
To say thank you, is in recognition of humanity. God, i want to take a minute to simply say:
thank you for all i have. Thank you to all for your prayers and good wishes. It gave me the
strength to persevere and warmed my heart. Is very lucky to have the group of friends and
family that I have.. Thank you all for making today so special. Thanks to my family and friends
who made my day more special than it is with your wishes. I am thankful to god for the years he
has given me to be wiser in life. Thank you for helping us make this very special day of ours so
memorable! We do appreciate it! Wishes to thank all my family and friends Who stopped by to
show me love today. You have all mad
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e this an amazing day! Thank you all so very much. I love you. I wish I could tell someone how
thankful I am for them because they helped me smile through the tears when I was falling apart.
Thank you. Thank you is the best prayer that anyone could say. I say that one a lot. Thank you
expresses extreme gratitude, humility, understanding. The first responsibility of a leader is to
define reality. The last is to say thank you. In between, the leader is a servant. I would maintain
that thanks are the highest form of thought, and that gratitude is happiness doubled by wonder.
I feel a very unusual sensation â€” if it is not indigestion, I think it must be gratitude. I just want
to thank you for what you taught me; to love, to be wise and serious and the most important, to
reach my aims. I could never be a member of a single party. I want the best of all worlds, thank
you. And to all my doubters, thank you very much because you guys have also pushed me.
Thank you for making me feel popular.

